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(Obviating) negative island effects 
 
1. Negative island effect 

Some references: Ross (1983 ‘Inner islands’ Ms.), Rizzi (1990), Rullmann (1995 diss), 
Beck (1996 diss, 1996 NLS), Beck & Rullmann (1999 NLS), Fox & Hackl (2006), 
Abrusán (2007), Abrusán & Spector (2008), … 
 
 
(1) a. How high did John jump? 
 
(2) a.     * How high didn’t John jump? 
 b.     * How high did nobody jump? 
 c.     ? How high can nobody jump? 
 
 
(3) Karl didn’t feed five dogs.  
 a. There are five dogs that Karl didn’t feed. 
 b. It’s not the case that Karl fed five dogs. 
 
(4) Nobody was available ten times. 
 a. It was ten times that there was nobody available. 
 b. There was nobody who was available ten times. 
 
 
•Examples (5) and (6) are English translations of German examples discussed in Beck 
(96 diss). The Q-b-readings are semantically possible, but not available. 
 
(5) Q: How many dogs didn't Karl feed? 
 A: Five dogs. 
  A-a. There are five dogs that Karl didn’t feed. 
  A-b. #It’s not the case that Karl fed five dogs. 
 
 Q-a. For which n: there are n dogs that Karl didn't feed. 
 Q-b. #For which n: it is not the case that Karl fed n dogs. 
 
(6) Q: How often was nobody available? 
 A: Ten times. 
  A-a. There were ten times when nobody was available. 
  A-b. #There was nobody who was available for ten times. 
 
 Q-a. For which n: it was n times that there was nobody available. 
 Q-b. #For which n: there is nobody who was available n times. 
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Korean (Beck 96 diss, Beck & Kim 96 JEAL)  
It is reported that Korean shows exactly the same negative island effect as German and 
English. 
 
(7) Suna-Nom [book how many CL-Acc] library-Dir bring back-CHI not do-Past-Q 
 'How many books didn't Suna bring back to the library?' 
 a. For which n: there are n books that Suna didn't bring back to the library. 
 b. #For which n: it is not the case that Suna brought n books back to the library. 
 
Control needed: 
(7)’ Suna-Nom [book five CL-Acc] library-Dir bring back-CHI not do-Past-Decl 
 ‘Suna didn’t bring back five books to the library.’ 
 a. There are five books that Suna didn’t bring back to the library. 
 b. It’s not the case that Suna brought five books back to the library. ! 
 
 
(8) Hans-Nom how often school-Dir go-CHI not do-Past-Q 
 'How often didn't Hans go to school?' 
 a. For which n: it was n times that Hans didn't go to school. 
 b. #For which n: it is not the case that Hans went to school n times. 
 
 
Japanese 
It seems, at first sight, that Japanese is just like English, German and Korean.  
 
(9) [Taro-ga   hon-o      nan-satu   tosyokan-ni  kaesanakatta ka] (sitteiru). 
 Taro-nom book-acc what-cl    library-to      didn’t.return  Q (know) 
 '(I know) how many books Taro didn't return to the library.' 
 
a. For which n: there are n books that Taro didn't return to the library. 
b. #For which n: it is not the case that Taro returned n books to the library. 
 
(10) [sensyuu  doredake hinpanni asagohan-o    tabenakatta ka] (kaite kudasai). 
 last.week  how        often       breakfast-acc didn’t.eat    Q  (write.down please) 
 '(Please write down) how often you didn't eat breakfast last week.' 
 
a. For which n: it was n times that you didn't eat breakfast last week. 
b. #For which n: it is not the case that you ate breakfast n times last week. 
 
(nan-kai ‘how many times’) 
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(11) [Hanako-ga   doredake nagaku  moguranakatta ka] (osiete). 
 Hanako-nom how         long       didn’t.dive       Q   (tell.me) 
 '(Tell me) how long Hanako didn't dive.' 
 
a. For which degree d: Hanako's not diving was long to degree d. 

(Hanako usually goes diving frequently, but there was some time during last year 

when she didn't go diving at all.  We want to know for how many months she 

didn't go diving.) 

b. #For which degree d: it is not the case that Hanako's diving was long to degree d. 
 
 

Control: 
(9) Gakusei-tati-ga  biiru-o   5-hon nomanakatta (node,       2-hon amatteiru).   
 student-pl-nom  beer-acc 5-cl    didn’t.drink  (therefore, 2-cl    remain) 

‘It's not the case that the students drank 5 bottles of beer, so we have 2 bottles 
left.’  (JS, Ogihara) 

 

 

2. A first look at possible explanations of the negative island effect 

 
2.1 Bad syntax (cf. Beck 1996, Beck & Kim 1996) 
(Rough) Logical Forms for the two possible readings of (5): 
 
(5)’ a. howi [ti,degree many dogs]k not [Karl fed tk] 
 b. howi not [ti,degree many dogs]k [Karl fed tk]  
 
Perhaps (5)’b is ruled out because it violates a syntactic constraint that says that degree 
operator movement cannot cross negation (cf. Heim 2000): 
 
(12) *[...Xi...[Neg...[...ti,degree...]]] 
 
Rough LFs for Korean (7): 
(7)’ a. howi [ [ti,degree many books]k Suna not brought tk back to the library] 
 b. howi [Suna not [ti,degree many books] brought tk back to the library]  
 
2.2 Bad meaning I: Rullmann 1995 

 
In an alternative view (Rullmann 1995, Fox & Hackl 2006, Abrusan & Spector 2008), 
structures like (13) are syntactically well-formed, but semantically or pragmatically ill-
formed. 
 
(13) *How much does Shaq not weigh? 
(14) howi not [Shaq weighs [ti,degree much] ] 
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Specifically, Rullmann (1995) suggests that a degree question how !? asks for the 

maximal degree that ! is true of.  

 
(15) how !? ! what is the maximal degree that ! is true of?  

 
A degree question accordingly presupposes that there is such a maximal degree. In the 
negative island cases above, this presupposition is necessarily false, as the set of degrees 
on the relevant scale does not have an upper bound. 
 
(16) What is the maximal weight d such that Shaq’s weight is not d (or more)? 
 
2.3 Challenge for syntactic accounts: modal obviation (Fox and Hackl 2006) 
 
(17) a. *How much money did you not bring into this country? 
 b. How much money are you not allowed to bring into this country? 
  (Fox & Hackl: 583; see also Kuno and Takami 1997) 
 
(18)  a.  How much are you sure that this vessel won’t weigh? 

b.  How much radiation are we not allowed to expose our workers to? 
c.  The amount of radiation that we are not allowed to expose our 
     workers to is greater than we had thought. 
d.  The amount of money that you are sure that this stock will 
     never sell for is quite high. 
     (Are you sure that your estimation is correct?) 

(Fox & Hackl: 551) 
 
2.4 Bad meaning II: Fox and Hackl (2006) 
 
Problems for Rullmann’s maximality condition 
 
(19) How many eggs are sufficient (to make this cake)?  
 (Beck and Rullmann 1999) 
(20) howi [sufficient [WE HAVE [ti,degree many eggs] ] 
 
As Beck and Rullmann notes, if n eggs are sufficient to make this cake, then so are n+1 
eggs. Therefore, (19) violates Rullmann’s maximality condition. So the condition is too 
stringent.  
 
Similarly, Fox and Hackl note that (assuming an at least semantics for gradable 
predicates) Rullmann’s condition leaves modal obviation unaccounted for: if I am sure 
the vessel does not weight n tons or more, then I am also sure it does not weigh n+m tons 
or more. 
 
(21) howi [you are sure [the vessel not weigh [ti,degree much] ] 
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A maximality condition based on informativity 
 
(22) how !? ! what is the degree d that yields the most informative among the true 

 propositions of the form !(d)? 

 
If this cake can be made with four or more eggs, but not with three or less, then the 
proposition [that four eggs are sufficient to make this cake] is the most informative true 
proposition among propositions of the form [that n eggs are sufficient to make this cake]. 
 
Presupposition failure due to scale density 
 
(23) *How much does Shaq not weigh? 
(24) howi not [Shaq weighs [ti,degree much] ] 
 
If Shaq’s weight is exactly 147kg, then any degree of above 147kg is a degree of weight 
Shaq does not have. If 147kg<d<e, then the proposition [that Shaq does not weigh d 
much (or more)] is more informative than the proposition [that Shaq does not weigh e 
much (or more)]; i.e. smaller degrees result in stronger propositions. Assuming the scale 
of weight is dense, there is no smallest degree among the degrees above 174kg. So Fox 
and Hackl’s maximality presupposition is violated. 
 
Scale density despite apparent scale discreteness 
 
(25) *How many kids does Karl not have? 
(26) howi not [Karl has ti,degree many kids]  
 
This type of case is problematic for Fox and Hackl’s account. Assuming a discrete scale 
of amount of kids, if Karl has exactly 2 kids, then [that Karl does not have 3 (or more) 
kids] is the most informative true proposition among all true propositions of the form 
[that Karl does not have n (or more) kids].  
 
Fox and Hackl propose that the module of grammar that checks satisfaction of the 
relevant maximality condition has no access to the information that the scale of amount 
of children is discrete, hence their talk of “the universal density of measurement”. 
 
 
 
3. Negative island obviation in Japanese 

•Modal obviation 
 
(27) [Taro-ga   hon-o      nan-satu   tosyokan-ni  kaesitewa ikenai        ka] (sitteiru). 
 Taro-nom book-acc what-cl    library-to      not.allowed.to.return  Q (know) 
 '(I know) how many books Taro is not allowed to return to the library.' 
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Observation: 
Adding -wa to the interrogative phrases in (9)-(11) makes the b-readings available. In 
fact, they’re the only readings available.  
 
(10)’ [sensyuu doredake hinpanni-wa  asagohan-o     tabenakatta ka] (kaite kudasai). 
 last.week how         often-WA       breakfast-acc didn’t.eat    Q (write.down please) 
 '(Please write down) how often you didn't have breakfast last week.' 
 
 A:  itsuka-wa/mainichi-wa tabenakatta 
  five.days-wa/everyday-wa didn’t.eat 
  ‘It’s not the case that I had breakfast five days/everyday last week.’ 
 
Q-a. #For which n: it was n times that you didn't eat breakfast last week. 
Q-b. For which n: it is not the case that you ate breakfast n times last week.1  ! 
 
(11)’ [Hanako-ga  doredake  nagaku-wa moguranakatta ka] (osiete). 
 Hanako-nom how         long            didn’t.dive       Q   (tell.me) 
 '(Tell me) how long Hanako didn't dive.' 
 
 A: 1-jikan-wa moguranakatta. 
      1-hour-wa didn’t.dive 
      ‘(She) didn’t dive for one hour’ ‘…she only dived for 45 minutes.’ 
 
Q-a. #For which degree d: Hanako's not diving was long to degree d. 
Q-b. For which degree d: it is not the case that Hanako's diving was long to degree d. 

 (10)’/(11)’: JS, Ogihara 
 
(9)’ [Taro-ga     a. hon-o      nan-satu-wa   tosyokan-ni kaesanakatta ka] (sitteiru.) 
       book-acc what-cl-wa 
   b. hon nan-satu-wa 
   c. ?nan-satu-wa hon-o 

(d. nan-satu-no hon-wa)  
'(I know) how many books Taro didn't return to the library.' 

 
a. #For which n: there are n books that Taro didn't return to the library. 
b. For which n: it is not the case that Taro returned n books to the library. 
 
(9)’d only has the a-reading (JS: ok, slightly degraded/perfect if it’s read contrastively; 
Ogihara: perfectly acceptable) 
 
•-Wa forces the phrase it attaches to to sit in the scope of negation at LF, for whatever 
reason. The questions in (9)’-(11)’ have LF traces under negation as in the following, and 
are incorrectly predicted to be bad.  
(12) *[...Xi...[Neg...[...ti,degree...]]] 

                                                
1 mikka-ni ichido-wa tabenakatta. -> both seem to be possible: 1 out of 3 > not, not > 1 out of 3. 

zenin-wa ?*kita/konakatta, zenbu-wa ?*tabeta/tabenakatta vs. 3-kai-wa tabeta/tabenakatta 
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Path 1: The syntactic constraint in (12) is weakened in the relevant cases. 
Path 2: The maximality condition is satisfied in the relevant cases, or it is lifted for 
whatever reason. 
 
 
4. What’s to come 

•How is obviation accounted for in Fox and Hackl (2006)? 
•Could -wa be doing the same thing as modals? 
•Could any known properties of -wa be responsible for the obviation? 
 
(28) Thematic -wa (-wa for the theme of a sentence) 
John-wa gakusei-desu. 
John-wa student-is 
‘Speaking of John, he is a student.’ 
 
(29) contrastive -wa  
John-ga pai-wa tabeta (ga, keeki-wa tabenakatta). 
John-ga pie-wa ate   but cake-wa didn’t.eat 
‘John ate (the) pie (but didn’t eat (the) cake).’ 

(Kuroda 1965, data from Kuno 1973, via Heycock 2008) 
 
•Scope inversion (Nakanishi 2006, Hara 2003, Sawada to appear, etc.) 
(30) Zen’in-ga  konakatta. 
  all-nom     didn’t.come 
 ‘All didn’t come.’        all > not       (?)not > all 
 
(31) Zen’in-wa konakatta. 
 all-wa        didn’t.come 
 ‘All didn’t come.’           *all > not         not > all 
 
•‘At least’ 
(32) a. Yuya-wa natuyasumi-ni         hon-o       5-satu-wa yonda. 
  Yuya-wa summer.vacation-in book-acc 5-cl-wa     read 
  ‘Yuya read at least/as many as five books during the summer vacation.’ 
 
 b. Yuya-wa natuyasumi-ni          hon-o      5-satu-wa yomanakatta. 
  Yuya-wa summer.vacation-in book-acc 5-cl-wa     didn’t.read 
  ‘It is not the case that Yuya read 5 books during the summer vacation.’ 
 
When overt sukunakutomo 'at least' is added, the narrow scope reading of 5 books wrt 
negation in (32)b seems to go away. " PPI like English at least? 
 
(33) Yuya-wa natuyasumi-ni          hon-o      sukunakutomo 5-satu(-wa) yomanakatta. 
 Yuya-wa summer.vacation-in book-acc at.least        5-cl-wa       didn’t.read 
 ‘There are at least five books that Yuya didn’t read during the summer vacation.’ 
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Fox and Hackl (2006: (117)) 
(34) How much money are we not allowed to bring in to the country? 
 
(35) Q: nan-doru-miman(-wa) mottehaittewa ikemasen ka? 
 
 ‘(lit.) Below what dolloar are we not allowed to bring in?’ 
 = ‘How much money are we required to bring in?’ 
 

A: 10,000-doru-miman-wa mottehaittewa ikemasen. 
‘We’re not allowed to bring in less than $10,000.’ 
= ‘The minimum allowed is $10,000.’ 
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